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Synopsis

Prepare your students for effective practice with Nutrition and Diagnosis-Related Care, 8e. Written by well-known author and nutritionist Sylvia Escott-Stump, this best-selling book provides "need to know," condition-specific, evidence-based medical nutrition therapy information for more than 360 diseases and disorders in a unique monograph-style format that makes information easy to find. Revised and updated throughout, the Eighth Edition features new information on the treatment of inflammation through nutrition therapy; new and updated coverage of autism and neurodegenerative and neuropsychiatric disorders; timely information for the dietician working in a collaborative, interdisciplinary care setting.
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Customer Reviews

I've only read through the last 3 chapters, but what I've read I've really enjoyed. I've been out of the clinical world for 10 years homeschooling my kids during numerous army moves with my hubby. This was just the book to refresh myself. It's easy to read and the numerous charts and figures nicely break up the potential monotony of a typical text book. They make it easy to do a quick search for important issues. It's user friendly to the eyes.

THE BEST RESOURCE FOR A RD! This is the MNT Bible. Would have been so great during internship. Use it frequently in acute care hospital.
Great format, pictures, diagrams, and easy to read! I wish this was required in my undergrad, now I purchased for my upcoming RD internship because of the good reviews. Content is 5 stars but I do wish it was hardcover since it is textbook size and I have already damaged the cover with moderate use. I might try to laminate the covers to add some reinforcement.

Used this a lot for my dietetic internship. Had a lot of detailed information that I appreciated

Both books were in good condition, I love them. Keep the Good Work. Thank you.

This book is great for dietetic students!

My most favorite professional reference and eager for new updates.

great nutrition diagnosis-related book
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